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Wow, (Deep) Vision Actually Works!?

Image Search YouTube Google Shopping

StreetView Self-Driving Car Robotics



Many have observed that neural nets can be 
coerced into making “silly” mistakes...

(Image credit: Nyugen et al., CVPR’15) [Nyugen et al., 2015]
[Goodfellow et al., 2014]
[Szegedy et al., 2013], ...

Do you find this:
● Scary?
● Surprising?
● Depressing?
● Irrelevant?
● Inspiring?
● Useful?
● Practical?



● Key Idea: ensembles + adversarial training
● Generate “high-value mistakes” not pathological 

instances that would never appear in nature

The Virtues of Peer Pressure

[Baluja, Covell, Sukthankar, 2015]



On the Virtues of Peer Pressure:
Combating Concept Drift in Self Training

Observation:  Neural networks (and classifiers in general) can learn 
unfortunate decision boundaries… on both easy and hard problems.
  

Peers = classifiers trained on same data with different initialization and/or topology

Fortunately, its four peer 
networks correctly 
classify them all.

We can generate lots of 
examples where target 
net fails yet all its peers 
succeed!

… yet mislabels 
all of these very 
similar images?!

Fully trained neural 
network classifies 
these perfectly 



Harness Peers to Generate High Value Data 

● Blind self training on unlabeled data is dangerous -- concept drift
● Instances where one net disagrees with its peers are valuable

○ Label consistency within peers can serve as proxy for labels
○ Complementary signal to motion consistency in video for 

generating hard positives from which we can self-train

Opportunities
1. Exploit lots of unlabeled data -- improve hard positive mining
2. Synthesize novel hard positives from existing data using peers!



Synthesizing Realistic Hard Exemplars

● Naively perturbing instances until misclassified can generate
hard exemplars that are unrealistic -- outside input sample space

● Add constraint that perturbed instance has peer label consistency 
generates realistic hard exemplars -- improving with # peers

(of dubious value due to weird artifacts)



Algorithm: Rapid Synthesis of Training Data with Peers

Objective Function: find instance X’, that:
 For all networks p ∈ {peers} simultaneously:

1. Enforce consistency within peers by minimizing
    Difference(classificationp1(X’), classificationp2(X’))

2. Make target A disagree with each peer p by maximizing
    Difference(classificationA(X’), classificationp(X’))

How to efficiently find such an X’ ?
(generate + test using random instances is too slow)

1. Start with existing instance X (either labeled or not)
2. Successively apply a random operator (e.g., affine transforms, illumination gradient, noise)
3. Guide progress towards objective using hillclimbing, PBIL or evolutionary algorithms

All seem to work! Rapid synthesis of visually similar, correctly labeled data
[Hillclimbing was most effective, PBIL next best, evolutionary slowest]



“4” → “2” in
five steps
● rotate
● y-shear
● expand
● y-shear
● x-shear



“7” → “2” in
seven steps



“8” → “1” or “6”
in just three steps:
● shrink
● rotate
● translate



“3” → “5”
in seven steps



“9” → “3”
in five steps



“0” → “5” in
four steps



From the same seed...



From the same seed...



Computer vision researchers don’t care about MNIST, do they?
Does this happen on a “real” dataset, like ImageNet?



GoogLeNet: Inception Architecture

[Szegedy et al., CVPR’15]

Inception Module



All GoogLeNets agree
(robust to transforms)



All GoogLeNets agree
(robust to transforms)



Experimental Setup
● Train 5 GoogLeNets on same training data
● Initialize each with different random weights
● Seed peer pressure with random instances from the 

ImageNet validation set
● Stochastic hill-climbing using transforms:

○ geometric - crop, rotation, shearing
○ photometric distortions

● Until one network mis-classifies with high confidence while 
peers remain strongly confident of correct label



Peer Pressure Identifies High-Value Mistakes







Anchor Frame

Video is another source of such data



Mysterious Instabilities Observed in Image Models (2013)
Anchor Frame

[Ricco, Sukthankar, Vorobyov, Cai, Raza, 2014]



Idea: Let’s Improve Models using Hard Positive Instances

A hard positive is:
1) Connected by consistent dense flow to a strong detection (anchor frame)
2) Generates low annotation score

Hard Positive

Anchor Frame



Image search model: 
find good anchor 

frames

Ballet: 0.92



Candidate Set of Hard Positives:
Semantically consistent frames 
from dense trajectory tracking



Candidate Set of Hard Positives:
Semantically consistent frames 
from dense trajectory tracking

Identify candidates 
that score poorly for 

existing CNN



Example Web Images vs. YouTube Frames for “Footwear”
Cluster centroids mined from web images

Cluster centroids from hard positive mining (>80% YouTube in cluster)

footwear “in the wild”

product images (posed)



MOUSETRAPS*

* Mining Obviously Useful Stuff to Enhance Training of Robust Automated Perception Systems  :-)



What is MOUSETRAPS?
New framework for lifelong self training on YouTube
● Gentle concept generalization driven by motion consistency
● “Give us your classifier, we’ll give you back an improved one”

YouTube
videos

Continuously 
training neural

network

[Marwood, Ricco, Sukthankar, 
Szegedy, Toderici, Vorobyov]



Motivating Research Challenges
● Computational efficiency

○ Reduce computation when mining same video again

● Neural nets: data ordering and freshness matters
○ Cannot train just on the new data

● Data pollution → danger of concept drift
○ Naive self-training reinforces false positives



Architecture

Improved
Model

Original 
Model

YouTube
video

Tube 
Generation
(dense flow)

Anchored Flow 
BigTable

Original Data

Model Agnostic Model Specific

Training 
Instance 
Selector

Model Trainer
(data pools)



Does it Help?
● Self-training YouTube => ImageNet

○ Top-5 improves 12% relative
(on top of our best model)



Does it Help?
● Self-training YouTube

Improves domain transfer for frame-level models in video

ImageNet accuracy: 75% YouTube Frame Accuracy: 52% => 74% 



Deep+X Vision: Two Quick Peeks
● DeepLab:

○ FC-CNN + FC-CRF for semantic segmentation

● Bayesian Neural Networks:
○ Models that output confidence estimates

[Murphy et al., 2015]



Semantic Segmentation: FC-CNN+FC-CRF

[Chen, Papandreou, Kokkinos, 
Murphy, Yuille, ICLR 2015]

(e.g., [Long et al., CVPR’15])



Bayesian Neural Networks
● How could we get confidence estimates on predictions?
● Key idea:

○ Train N nets using Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics 
(SGLD) on the training set

○ Ensemble of these N models gives confidence on outputs but 
would be very slow at inference

○ Instead, “distill” the N models into a parametric student network 
to directly predict the ensemble posterior

[Murphy, Korattikara, Rathod]



Bayesian Neural Networks: Example

Traditional (SGD) SGLD

Input space

SGLD (distilled)



Conclusion
● Deep vision improves with lots of training data...

○ But getting lots of labeled data is painful
● Peer pressure

○ Leverage ensembles + adversarial training
● Learning from video

○ Exploit weakly labeled video + motion consistency
○ Continuous self-training

● Deep+X Vision
○ Augmenting deep learning to better solve vision


